New Arrivals

List of New Books Added to the Library Collection.

- **Cyber enigma: unraveling the terror in the cyber world**/ by E Dilipraj. New Delhi: KW Publishers Pvt Ltd, 2017 [363.325 DIL (059078)]
- **Future of energy**/ by Brian F Towler. London: Elsevier, 2014 [333.79 TOW (059079)]
- **Adults in the room: my battle with Europe’s deep establishment**/ by Yanis Varoufakis. London: Bodley Head, 2017 [337.1 VAR (059080)]
- **Quantum mind and social science: unifying physical and social ontology**/ by Alexander Wendt. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015 [300.1 WEN (059081)]
- **Storming the gates of heaven: the maoist movement in India, a critical study 1972-2014**/ by Amit Bhattacharyya. Kolkata: Setu Prakashani, 2016 [330.954 BHA (059082)]
- **Era of darkness: the British empire in India**/ by Shashi Tharoor. New Delhi: Aleph Book Company, 2016 [954 THA (059085)]
- **Whither Indian Ocean maritime order? : contributions to a seminar on Narendra Modi’s SAGAR speech**/ by Yogendra Kumar (ed). New Delhi: KW Publishers Pvt Ltd, 2017 [359.0954 KUM (059086)]
- **Hope in a challenged democracy: an Indian narrative**/ by Ashwani Kumar. New Delhi: Wisdom Tree, 2017 [321.8 KUM (059087)]
- **Indian army and the end of the raj**/ by Daniel Marston. Delhi: Cambridge University Press, 2014 [355.0095409044 MAR (059089)]
- **Kalidasa Kumarasambhavam: the origin of Kumara, an erotic tale of divine love and devotion**/ by Rajendra Tandon (tr). New Delhi: Rupa. Co., 2008 [808.8191 TAN (059090)]
- **India 2047: voices of the young**/ by Bibek Debroy (ed). New Delhi: Academic Foundation, 2017 [306.0954 DEB (059091)]
- **Indian foreign trade: trumped up or down**/ by Amiya Chandra. New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2017 [382.0954073 CHA (059092)]
- **Kashmir narrative: time for vigorous adaptations**/ by Gautam Banerjee. New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2017 [954.6 BAN (059093)]
- **State politics in India**/ by Himanshu Roy (ed), Mahendra Prasad Singh (ed), A P S Chouhan (ed). Delhi: Primus Books, 2017 [320.954 ROY (059094)]
- **Future of diplomacy**/ by Philip Seib. Cambridge: Polity Press, 2016 [327.2 SEI (059095)]
- **Introduction to geopolitics**/ by Colin Flint. Oxon: Routledge, 2017 [320.12 FLI (059096)]
- **Afghan women in transition: yesterday, today and tomorrow**/ by Anwesha Ghosh. New Delhi: KW Publishers Pvt Ltd, 2017 [305.4209581 GHO (059097)]
- **Chinese vs. western perspectives: understanding contemporary China**/ by Jinghao Zhou. Lanham: Lexington Books, 2014 [951.06 ZHO (059098)]
- **Changing US foreign policy toward India: US-India relations since the cold war**/ by Carina van de Wetering. Hague: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016 [327.73054 WET (059100)]
- **New approaches to countering terrorism: Designing and evaluating counter radicalization and deradicalization programs**/ by Hamed El-Said. Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015 [363.32517 EIS (059102)]
- **Crisis of the middle class constitution: why economic inequality threatens our republic**/ by Ganesh Sitaraman. New York: Alfred A Knopf, 2017 [339.20973 SIT (059104)]
- **China and India: Asia's emergent great powers**/ by Chris Ogden. Cambridge: Polity Press, 2017 [327.51 OGD (059106)]
- **Development in Central Asia: India-Kyrgyzstan relations**/ by Bal Krishan Sharma (ed), Nivedita Das Kundu (ed). New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2017 [327.5405843 SHA (059108)]
- **South China Sea dispute: navigating diplomatic and strategic tensions**/ by Ian Storey (ed) and Lin Cheng-Yi (ed). New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2016 [320.5 STO (059109)]
- **Act east and India's north east**/ by C Joshua Thomas (ed) and Konthoujam Sarda (ed). New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2017 [327.541 THO (059110)]
- **Late Victorian holocausts: El Nino famines and the making of the third world**/ by Mike Davis. London: Verso, 2017 [363.809172 DAV (059111)]
Seven decades and beyond: the UN - India Connect/ by United Nations Information Centre. New Delhi: United Nations Information Centre, 2016 [341.23054 UNI (059112)]


Celebrating the third decade and beyond: new challenges to ASEAN - India economic partnership/ by De Prabir (ed) and Suthiphand Chirathivat (ed). New Delhi: KW Publishers Pvt Ltd, 2017 [337.59054 PRA (059114)]


Contemporary West Asia: perspectives on change and continuity/ by Sujata Ashwarya (ed) and Mujib Alam (ed). New Delhi: KW Publishers Pvt Ltd, 2017 [320.5570956 ASH (059116)]

Peace, development and community: the look east imagination of India with special reference to northeast India/ by Imankalyan Lahiri. New Delhi: KW Publishers Pvt Ltd, 2017 [338.9541 LAH (059117)]

Weaponisation of space: an inevitable reality and plausible fallout/ by P A Patil. New Delhi: KW Publishers Pvt Ltd, 2017 [358.8 PAT (059118)]


My nuclear nightmare: leading Japan through the Fukushima disaster to a nuclear free future/ by Naoto Kan. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2012 [363.17 KAN (059121)]

War against al-Qaeda: religion, policy and counter narratives/ by Nahed Artoul Zehr. Washington, D C: Georgetown University Press, 2017 [363.325 ZEH (059122)]


Understanding global politics/ by Chanchal Kumar, Lumphthuyiang Riamei and Sanju Gupta. New Delhi: KW Publishers Pvt Ltd, 2017 [327.1 KUM (059124)]


Debating India: essays on Indian political discourse/ by Bhikhu Parekh. New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2015 [320.0141 PAR (059126)]


- Essays on India’s maritime history/ by Vijay Sakhuja (ed) and Adwita Rai (ed). New Delhi: National Maritime Foundation, 2016 [359.54 SAK (059131)]
- Navigating India: $ 18 trillion opportunity/ by Bharat Joshi. New Delhi: Rupa Publications India Pvt Ltd, 2017 [337.1154 JOS (059132)]